PRIVATE OFFICES
Kimball offers a vast collection of desks, workstations,
and storage solutions to support the needs of any
work environment. Height-adjustable surfaces add
even more variety by allowing for healthy postural
changes throughout the day. From dynamic executive
settings to flexible spaces that accommodate today’s
fluid work landscape, our solutions offer an elegant
balance that can easily furnish an entire facility.
At Kimball, we have a dedicated government
sales and customer service team to work through
the nuances of government purchasing. From private
offices and training areas to conference rooms and
lounge spaces, we offer a range of sustainable and
durable solutions to outfit your government facility.

800.482.1717
kimball.com

1600 Royal Street
Jasper, Indiana 47546

LOUNGE SPACES
The right lounge seating solutions create engaging
spaces that are welcoming, comfortable, and
stylish. Kimball offers products that accommodate
individual settings or expansive environments.
From single-seat lounge and guest seating to
modular, multi-person configurations, our lounge
solutions beautifully outfit spaces for waiting,
lounging, socializing, relaxing, and collaborating.
At Kimball, we have a dedicated government sales
and customer service team to work through the
nuances of government purchasing. From lounge
spaces and private offices to training areas and
conference rooms, we offer a range of sustainable
and durable solutions to outfit your government
facility.

800.482.1717
kimball.com

1600 Royal Street
Jasper, Indiana 47546

MEETING SPACES
With our wide portfolio of table solutions,
Kimball can efficiently and beautifully create
conference and meeting spaces that fuel
creativity and collaboration. Our products
accommodate gatherings that span from small
sync-ups to large training sessions, and anything
in between. Our comprehensive offering
includes a variety of styles and materials,
available in varied sizes, shapes, heights, and
power options so that you can create a space
that’s tailored to your needs.
At Kimball, we have a dedicated government
sales and customer service team to work
through the nuances of government purchasing.
From conference rooms and training areas to
lounge spaces and private offices, we offer a
range of sustainable and durable solutions to
outfit your government facility.

800.482.1717
kimball.com

1600 Royal Street
Jasper, Indiana 47546

EVERYSPACE
As the modern workplace changes, EverySpace
supports users throughout their day. This modular
platform offers adaptable architecture that
combines personal elements with functional
solutions to compose workstations for any situation.
Create multi-height worksurfaces and large open
plan configurations or single-user spaces in tight
footprints. Build storage vertically or add screens
for space division and to buffer acoustics.
Incorporate height-adjustable worksurfaces for
ergo support and utilize integrated wire management
capabilities to maintain a clean aesthetic.
EverySpace is a comprehensive solution that puts
the user at the center of its design. It can flex and
flow as needs change and work styles evolve.
Scalable by nature, its customizable platform is
only limited by your imagination.
At Kimball, we have a dedicated government sales
and customer service team to work through the
nuances of government purchasing. From private
offices and shared workstations to training areas
and conference rooms, we offer a range of
sustainable and durable solutions to outfit your
government facility.

800.482.1717
kimball.com

1600 Royal Street
Jasper, Indiana 47546

